Hey!

My name is David Flood and I want to be your
Ents Officer! I want to make Trinity Ents become
what we’ve always wanted it to be. I believe my
fresh and all-inclusive approach to events is
the best way to do that.
I’m a third year mechanical engineering
student, Captain of Trinity Surf Club, but most
famously, I’m the esteemed runner up of the
2017 Iron stomach competition. I’m always
around campus, volunteering at the Trinity Arts
Festival, getting some sense knocked into me at
the Suas Rumble, being a class rep and making
the listener laugh on Trinity FM. I’ve also been
further afield with college, to Achill, Lahinch,
Morocco and Val Thorens.
I ran for Surf Club Captain because I’d gotten so
much out of college, and with this I began to put
my own innovative spin on all our events. Since
then, I’ve pulled off massive trips in Ireland and
abroad. I’ve organised the Morocco Surf Trip for
nearly 100 students, the Halloween Achill Surf
Trip, and I helped lead the team to organise
Wind Wave Rave for over 250 students. Now I
want to bring my spin to the whole campus.

Thanks
For
Reading!
Polling Times:

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Open The Floodgates
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Halls:

8pm - 9pm
Arts Block and Hamilton:

10am - 6pm
Arts Block and Hamilton:

10am - 6pm
Arts Block and Hamilton:

10am - 4pm

Off - Campus: T B C
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Why Me?

I want an ENTS for everyone: the late-night
sesh gremlins, the coffee aficionados, the last
bus homers, the non-drinkers - for anyone and
everyone who wants to have fun at Trinity.
Let’s put the emphasis back on you, back on your
experience, and back on your enjoyment.

Events

I’ll bring big and bold events. I want nights and
days out like you’ve never seen Trinity Ents
produce before :

Tr inity abroad:

It’s about time Ents takes Trinity abroad. From
previous experience of international trips, I
know this is possible, and with the backing of
Ents we can make it a college staple. With our
entire college on tour it’s something that will
genuinely foster a greater college community.

Cafe Crawl

Arriving in college for the first time, so many
people don’t know the areas they live in, I want to
improve this by having localised events in cafes
and lunch spots that won’t break the bank. This
will give you the chance to explore and meet other
students living in your area.

Yoohoo Big Chr istmas Blowout

What is this, UCD? None of us signed up for two
sets of exams (except for you Health Science!).
As soon as exams are finished, I want to get all of
Trinity out to a mystery location. We’ll have one
last celebration before we break, where the three
ghosts of Christmas past, present and future visit
you in one festive night.
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Collaboration

Events are the lifeblood of societies. They’re the only time
a society gets all of their members together, and they are
how we go from being just members of the same society
to becoming friends. I’ve done hugely successful collabs
(Wind Wave Rave is one of the biggest collabs in college,
with 5 societies involved), and I want to bring this working
together mindset to all of Ents.

Cirque du Soleil
Collaborating with all the clubs and societies, I want
to establish a night dedicated to showcasing all of
Trinity’s incredible performing talents, all with an
opulent, Circus themed event.

The How-To Ents
Handbook

Imagine it: a handbook featuring the contact details of every
society ents officer, enabling quicker communication and more
collaboration between societies. It will include all the info on
how to run your best night out, with expenses and pricing, clubs
and venues, as well as ticketing and promotion. This handbook
will take the stress out of setting up an event, leaving you to
worry about the things that really matter to your night.

Crowdsourcing
The T-Ball Lineup

Instead of trying to guess who you might like to see
at Trinity Ball, I’ll set up a public Spotify playlist,
where you add the artists you want to see. This list of
suggestions is what I will use to negotiate the Trinity
Ball lineup with MCD, featuring the most listened to
artists from this playlist.

Inclusion

I want to use the Ents platform to break down
social barriers and bring more people together.
If we can get even more people excited and
involved with Trinity Ents, we’ll all have more
fun.

LGBTQ+
Trinity has never had a Big Pride event. I want
to change that by building on Ents’ involvement
in Rainbow Week and by bringing everyone out
to front square in a celebration of openness
and everything LGBTQ+.

T-Ball Disability Viewing
Platform
The bare minimum at any concert or festival
is an elevated viewing platform that gives
those who who need it an opportunity to still
enjoy the concert. This still isn’t the case at
Trinity Ball. I want to give everyone an equal
opportunity to enjoy T-Ball.

World Culture Day

As Ents Officer I want to establish a full
day event showcasing the many cultures
throughout Trinity. This event will reach every
corner of Trinity’s campus uniting students
together through all of our diverse culture,
food, music and performance.
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